
Ghost Patrolling: A Brief Overview
Ghosts are spirits locked between this world and the great beyond, unable to move on due to some 
psychic conflict or unrest. In this state of pure ego they influence their surroundings, leaving clues about 
the story of their life and death. Each clue contains critical information about the ghost, as long as you 
have the tools and training to interpret it. If we can gather enough information about the ghost we can 

capture it. Then, if we can resolve its conflict, we can remove it from this plane of existence entirely.  

Investigative Kit
Your reusable grocery bag contains the state-of-the-art in paranormal elimination technologies. 
Familiarize yourself with what’s inside. Each franchise has been issued the following tools:

Eggtoplasmic Sorting Containment Unit 
Perfect for sorting exactly 12 different types of things. The Eggtoplasmic Sorting Containment Unit hits 
the sorting sweet spot. 

Ghost Goo Sanitary Utilikit 
Paranormal elimination is no picnic, especially when it comes to collecting and analyzing the stuff 
those slimy spookies have left behind. The Ghost Goo Sanitary Utilikit is a single use sanitary solution 
designed to ensure that you fingers don’t get sticky when things get icky.

Cantilevered Microvices 
These tempered spectral steel devices hold extra strong in temperatures ranging from uncomfortably warm 
to the freezing point of colorful sweetened water. Can these mystic devices actually stop time?! No. 

Abnormal Materials Pinch & Probe 
It pinches. It probes. It’s the ideal tool when life gives you a tough pill to swallow.  

Friction Activated Chroma Stick 
The Friction Activated Chroma Stick adds 1 unique shade of color data to nearly any surface. Use it to mark 
a trail out of the woods, fill an otherwise empty black outline, or indicate the correctness of your answers. 

Smooth Glide Chroma Stick 
Leave your mark on the underworld with the Smooth Glide Chroma Stick. Use it to indelibly mark data, 
even on edible surfaces!  

Soft Tip Glow-ma Stick 
When there’s an investigation brewing, make the richest aspects of your investigation stand out from 

the red herrings with the Soft Tip Glow-ma Stick. 

Cryptology 

You never know what kind of language a spirit might choose, here are the two you will encounter:

Alpha-Numeric

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

ROYGBIV

Red Orange Yellow Green Blue Indigo Violet


